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Abstract
There are different options for modelling indoor and
outdoor long-wave radiation exchange in thermal
building models for simulations at urban scale. For
improving these building models, a good trade-off
between accuracy and simulation time is a major
challenge. To evaluate different radiation models for
thermal network building models, we compared four
outdoor radiation and two indoor radiation models.
For the comparison, we set-up three test cases on a
generic room and a single family dwelling and
analysed surface temperatures, heat demands, and
simulation times. The results favoured an outdoor
radiation exchange model according to the German
Guideline VDI 6007 with modified parameter
calculations. It includes important simplifications
that lead to short computing time while keeping a
sufficient accuracy. For indoor radiation exchange
modelling at constant temperatures, a linear
approach significantly reduces simulation time
without any major accuracy losses.
Keywords: thermal network building model,
equivalent outdoor temperature, long-wave radiation
exchange, building performance simulation
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Introduction

One current challenge in the field of building
simulation is the thermal simulation of entire city
districts. For this task, simplified building models are
an interesting approach as they require comparably
low parameterization and computational efforts. A
comprehensive discussion of this topic can be found
in [1, 2], which summarize the state-of-the-art in
dynamic building simulation. The approaches to
simplify building models include thermal network
models, which are based on analogies to electrical
problems and have successfully been applied at
urban scale [3, 4].
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Thermal simulation at urban scale aims at
understanding and efficiently directing energy flows
between different subsystems like generation units
and buildings. Of particular interest are holistic
control strategies and heat storage effects, because
they offer potential for improving the energy system
without the need for high investment. To investigate
such measures, dynamic simulations at variable time
step seem more promising than static and quasi-static
calculations. Nevertheless, traditional building
simulation environments are often limited to an
hourly time step. Thus, a growing community is
developing model libraries to simulate building
performance at building and urban scale using
Modelica [5, 6, 7, 8], often using thermal network
models to describe thermal building behaviour.
Within common thermal network models, the longwave radiation heat fluxes on wall surfaces can be
considered on different levels of detail. These heat
fluxes are the result of temperature differences
caused by indoor and outdoor sources such as
heating systems and solar radiation. Different
approaches exist for the calculation of radiative heat
exchange. Some models use Stefan-Boltzmann law
while others use linearized radiation equations. Thus,
these models differ in the accuracy of their results as
well as in computation time. So far, it has not been
determined which of these models is best suited for
thermal simulation at urban scale.
In this paper, we present four approaches to consider
long-wave radiation exchange in building simulation.
The aim is to evaluate these approaches regarding
their suitability for thermal network building models
and urban-scale applications by means of a balanced
trade-off between physical resolution and calculation
time [9].
Firstly, we present the methodology and modelling
assumptions. Afterwards, we implement four models
and define a benchmark test case. Finally, we discuss
the simulation results and end with conclusions.
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2

Modelling approaches

2.1

Building model validation

Thermal network models describe heat transfer and
storage problems with a number of thermal
resistances and capacitances. While highly
discretized models provide high spatial resolution,
low order models require less computational effort at
the cost of accuracy.

Figure 1: Low order building model derived from VDI 6007

In this study, we use a building model based on the
German Guideline VDI 6007 [10] as seen in Figure
1. The model divides the building mass into two
capacitances representing all internal and external
building elements respectively. The heat transfer
through the outer wall is described by two
resistances while another resistance is used to damp
the adiabatic inner wall capacity. The indoor heat
exchange between the walls and the air node can be
calculated in different ways. While the VDI 6007
defines a combined coefficient of heat transfer, we
distinguish between radiative and convective heat
transfer (Figure 1). Outdoor radiation sources like
solar radiation are considered via an adapted
equivalent outdoor air temperature ϑA,eq,av (in the
following referred to as Teq). Substituting the outdoor
air temperature with this equivalent outdoor air
temperature is a way to incorporate the effects of
long-wave radiation into the model.
While we kept most parts of the theory and model
description given in VDI 6007, we did not follow the
given analytical equations [11]. We rather took
advantage of Modelica’s abilities to formulate
acausal equations in an object-oriented structure. We
defined a sub-model for each element in Figure 1
and connected them to the circuit shown in Figure 6.
Each sub-model describes either heat transfer
phenomena (resistance) or storage effects (capacity)
In order to validate this thermal network model, we
performed benchmark tests according to the
American Standard ASHRAE 140 [12]. This
standard provides a set of test cases and
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corresponding results of standard building models. If
deviations in the validation process exceed given
limits, the standard suggests further test procedures
for each test case. In this way, the standard supports
the identification of sub-models with optimisation
potential. The tests gave valid results for most test
cases. Nevertheless, the validation process identified
problems with the handling of radiation exchange.
One way to address this issue would be more
detailed radiation exchange models, while potential
simplifications should still be considered. Otherwise,
radiation and building model could be out of balance
by means of level of detail and required
computational costs.
We identified long-wave radiation exchange as one
key part for optimization. It seems to have major
influence on heat demand [13] and different
modelling approaches are available. As the
ASHRAE provides no test case solely for the effects
of long-wave radiation heat exchange, we refined
one ASHRAE in-depth test set-up to focus only on
long-wave radiation.
In the following sections, we will discuss and
compare different approaches for outdoor as well as
indoor long-wave radiation heat exchange.
2.2

Outdoor long-wave radiation exchange

According to VDI 6007, the heat flux due to ambient
radiation sources on the outer walls can be
considered in an equivalent adapted outdoor
temperature.
Figure 2 shows typical influences that need to be
considered in the adapted outdoor temperature.
Radiation can be divided into short-wave and longwave. In contrast to short-wave radiation,
measurement data of long-wave radiation sources are
rarely available. Furthermore, long-wave radiation
has to be subdivided into atmospheric, ambient and
partly reflected ground radiation. Thus, empirical
methods are used to consider the long-wave heat
flow as a function of outdoor temperature and cloud
coverage [14, 15, 2].
Tatm

Isol
Tin

qatm
Tair

qamb
qearth

Tearth

qcond
Twall

qconv

Figure 2: Heat flows on the outer wall
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According to Figure 2 a heat balance of the wall
consists of:
qcond = qshort-wave + qlong-wave + qconv
(1)

Level of Simplification

Starting from this heat balance it is possible to
implement models with different levels of
simplifications (see Figure 3).

Equivalent air temperature according to VDI
6007
A widely used simplification is to describe the
occurring heat flows with one equivalent heat flux
[10, 18, 19]. Introducing a combined radiative and
convective coefficient of heat transfer and an
equivalent temperature leads to:
αcomb ·(Teq - Twall ) =

Heat balance diabatic wall

qshort-wave + qlong-wave + qconv
Heat balance adiabatic wall
Equivalent air temperature approach

Modified VDI 6007

VDI 6007

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of investigated models and their
level of simplification

As a first simplification the outside wall can be
considered as adiabatic, which leads to qcond = 0. In
the following subsections we describe four ways to
model long-wave radiation heat exchange. The
meaning of the variables can be found in the
nomenclature.

qconv = αconv ·(Tair - Twall )
qlong-wave =σ· εwall ·(

· T4earth - T4wall +
qshort-wave = aabs ·Isol
earth

amb

T4wall )

+

· T4air - T4wall

(2b)
(2c)

φi is a view factor between the wall and considered
long-wave radiation source. The temperature of
extra-terrestrial sources, also called sky temperature,
can be calculated as a function of long-wave
radiation heat flux. Furthermore, the earth
temperature can be regarded as equivalent to the
outdoor air temperature [16, 17]:
E
σ

)

0,25

(3a)

Tearth =Tair
(3b)
Inserting Equations 2 a-c and 3a/b in Equation 1
provides the heat balance of the adiabatic outside
wall. This heat balance can be iteratively solved for
Twall. Without any further simplifications, this Heat
Balance method provides a relatively detailed model.
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earth ∙

Tearth =(
αrad =

σ

Eearth

)

0,25

)

0,25

earth ∙ σ
T4atm -T4atm

(Tatm - Tearth )

· σ · εwall

(5a)
(5b)
(5c)

Transforming the equation (4) to Teq and apply the
listed assumptions, the equivalent temperature can be
solved as follows:
Teq = Tair +

αrad
αcomb

·

(6)
qshort-wave
αcomb

2.2.3

(2a)

4
atm ·(Tatm -

Eatm

Tatm - Tair · φatm + Tearth - Tair · φearth +

2.2.1 Heat Balance
The three occurring heat flows can be written as:

(4)

Expressing the equivalent temperature according to
VDI 6007 requires further assumptions. The longwave radiation heat exchange is linearized using Tatm
and Tearth, the wall temperature is set equal to the
outdoor air temperature and Tatm and Tearth are
calculated from long-wave radiation heat flows.
Tatm =(

VDI 2078

Tatm =(

2.2.2

Modified equivalent air temperature based
on VDI 6007
Equation 6 implies a constant combined coefficient
of heat transfer. As a further improvement, αcomb is
computed as the sum of constant αconv and a variable
coefficient for long-wave radiation heat transfer αrad.
In addition, both Tatm and Tearth are computed by
dividing them through the emissivity factor of the
earth. According to [16, 17], it is more accurate to
calculate the sky temperature with Equation 3a.
These changes from the originally VDI 6007-model
are summarized under the variant name Mod VDI
6007.
2.2.4

Combined outdoor temperature according to
VDI 2078
The revised German Guideline VDI 2078 describes
cooling load calculations and provides a combined
outdoor temperature. Formally, this temperature
originates from a similar approach as the VDI 6007.
However, the VDI 2078-model is further simplified
by neglecting any changes in sky emissivity or in the
coefficient of long-wave radiation heat exchange.
Sky emissivity is set to 0.74, which holds roughly
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Teq = Tair -

σ· εwall
αcomb

· ((Tair,m )4 + (Tair - Tair,m ) · 1.05) ∙

(1 - φatm · εatm - φearth · εearth )+
2.3

qshort-wave
αcomb

(7)

use one of the four radiation models (Figure 5). The
building model is connected via heat ports to the
long-wave radiation heat transfer (a). Both are
connected with a weather model, which provides
solar radiation (b), outdoor air temperature, sky and
terrestrial long-wave radiation (c). Furthermore, the
building model needs additional information about
infiltration rates (d), as well as about convective (e)
and radiative (f) inner loads via heat ports.

Indoor long-wave radiation exchange

The long-wave radiation heat exchange within the
building is commonly modelled in two different
ways. One possibility, described in the VDI 6007
guideline, suggests calculating this way of heat
exchange with a constant coefficient of heat transfer
between inner and outer wall. The guideline
prescribes a value of 5 W/(m² K), which can also be
found in [21]. It holds true for non-metallic materials
with an emissivity factor of 0.8 and a mean
temperature of 26.85°C. This method does not take
into account the temperature dependency of longwave radiation heat exchange as formulated in the
Stefan-Boltzmann law.
Alternatively, a heat balance between inner wall,
outer wall, indoor radiation sources and transmitted
solar radiation can be formed.

(2)

(1)

Weather

Building

Air temp.

Eq. air temp

a

Sky rad.
Terrest. rad.

b

c

d

f

infiltration

Heater

e

2*

true for summer [20]. Besides, the air temperature is
taken as the direct reference temperature for all
calculated heat fluxes. As this model represents a
further simplification, we include it in our study and
compare its results to the other three models.

k=0

T_s et_room<->T_air…
T_set_room<->T_air…

innerloads_conv

heat_setpoint

innerloads_rad

Figure 5: Implementation in Dymola

For this study, we use the Modelica Standard Library
and self-developed building model libraries. An
overview of these libraries is given in [6, 22].
As all radiation heat exchange models described in
Section 2 derive from a similar theoretical approach,
we are able to define a partial model as a general
base class (Figure 4).
Equivalent air
temperature
ISol
Tair
Eatm
Eearth
εwall
αabs

I

2*

J

Longwave radiation modeling

c onv_w indo…

Iin * fac

eqairtemp

I

J

outerw all

innerw all

airload

Air

Air

outdoorairtemp

Figure 4: UML diagram of equivalent air temperature base class

The four different long-wave radiation exchange
models all extend from this base class. This gives us
the advantage to define a replaceable block for longwave radiation heat transfer (1) connected to our
building physics model (2) which can then be set to
128

c onv_w indo…

Iin * fac

outdoorairtemp1
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+
+
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#
#

Taking advantage of separated definitions of
convective and radiative heat transfer (see Section
1), we can easily change the definition of long-wave
radiation heat exchange (see Figure 6).

2*

Implementation

2*

3

Figure 6: Zone model in Dymola

In the context of city district simulations, the objectoriented approach of Modelica is an important
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advantage. It allows a fast and easy use of the same
model in several instances while adapting the submodels to the requirements of each instance.
A further advantage besides variable time step and
object-orientation supported by Modelica in this
context is acausal modelling. Energy supply systems
at urban scale are relatively complex and flow
directions for energy and mass flows are usually
unknown.

4
4.1

Test case and results
Test case

To figure out the differences between the models and
identify the most promising approach for our
building model, we developed three test cases. Test
Case 1 and Test Case 2 are based on the “Case 220:
In-Depth Series Base Case” from ASHRAE 140. As
most ASHRAE 140 in-depth tests, it is based on a
single room consisting of five light-weight outer
walls only. We simulated 1st July of the typical
meteorological year (TMY) provided with the
standard [12]. Before and after the simulated day all
initial temperatures are held constant. For Test Case
1 the outside wall is only subject to outdoor air
temperature and long-wave radiation. Convection
and absorption of short-wave radiation are not
considered. Thus Test Case 1 uses outdoor air
temperature and long-wave radiation from the
atmosphere and the earth as input-data. Test Case 2
differs in the number of heat transfer mechanisms
which affect the building envelope. Convection and
absorption of short-wave radiation are additionally
taken into account. Further inputs are thus solar
radiation on tilted surfaces and combined as well as
convective coefficients of heat transfer (set to 28.5
W/(m² K) and 24.67 W/(m² K) for walls, and 16.37
W/(m² K) for windows respectively). Only one day
is simulated as well, all temperatures are held
constant before and after that day. Other parameters
of Test Cases 1 and 2 are listed in Table 1.
Table 1: Boundary conditions of Test Case 1 and 2
PARAMETER
Infiltration
Internal gains
Temperature of floor
coupling
αabs
εwall
mech. equipment

VALUE
0 m³/h = const.
0 W = const.
Tair
0.6
0.90
none

The purpose of Test Case 3 is to emphasize on the
inside long-wave radiation heat exchange, heat
DOI
10.3384/ECP14096125

demand and simulation time. Since the simplified
building model represents all outer and inner walls
by one capacitance per class (see Section 2.1),
radiation exchange can only occur if elements of
both classes exist. We thus set up a test case with
outer as well as inner walls. Test Case 3 is based on
a two storey single-family dwelling with a living
area of 150 m². The building has a high thermal mass
and is well insulated according to German Energy
Savings Ordinance 2009. A full year is simulated.
Calculation of the equivalent air temperature is
performed with convective and long-wave radiation
heat transfer as well as short-wave absorption.
Combined and convective coefficients of heat
transfer are set to 25 W/(m² K) and 20 W/(m² K)
respectively. The boundary conditions for this case
can be found in Table 2.
Table 2: Boundary conditions of Test Case 3
PARAMETER
Infiltration
Internal gains
Temperature of floor
coupling
αabs
εwall
mech. equipment
Thermostat strategy

VALUE
0 m³/h = const.
0 W = const.
10.36°C = const.
0.38
0.90
ideal heater
22°C (6h – 20h)
17°C (20h – 6h)

All simulations are performed on a computer with
following technical data (see Table 3).
Table 3: Data of used equipment
CHARACTERISTIC
Operating system
Number of processors
Clock speed
Working memory

VALUE
Windows 7
4
2.67 GHz
4 GB

To quantify differences between the models, a rootmean-square deviation (RMSD) is used. When
comparing more than two models it is appropriate to
form the RMSD between the minimum and the
maximum of each hour. In this way a range within
which the temperatures lie is calculated (RMSD-R).
4.2

Limitations

The major limitations in the presented work are:
 Subject of this analysis are only single-zone
buildings with specific characteristics
 All models are based on assumptions; the results are compared between each other but
not to measurements.
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4.3

Empirical equations are used to calculate
long-wave radiation as a function of outdoor
air temperature. Thus, all models are dependent either directly or indirectly on outdoor air temperature.
Heat balances for the models relate to slightly different locations (wall surface or nearby
the surface) and cannot be harmonized.
Convective heat transfer αconv is regarded
constant. In reality, it may vary over time
depending on wind speed and direction.
Our presented analysis is limited to single
days and overall yearly values.
Outdoor long-wave radiation exchange

To understand the differences between the models,
we investigated the surface temperatures on the
building envelope as direct model outputs. The
results of Test Case 1 with long-wave radiation load
can be obtained in Figure 7. While the temperature
of the VDI 6007-model holds the highest values, the
model of guideline VDI 2078 holds the lowest. The
RMSD between these two models is 11.24 K. The
high temperatures of the VDI 6007-model close to
the outdoor air temperature are striking. In other
investigations a rise above the outdoor air
temperature was detected, which contradicts
observation [23]. The Mod VDI 6007-model has a
clearly lower course and converges to the most
detailed Heat Balance-model. It is apparent that Mod
VDI 6007 differs the most at high temperatures from
Heat Balance. The RMSD between these two models
is 0.54 K in contrast to 2.56 K for VDI 6007 and
Heat Balance.
60

Heat Balance
VDI 6007
Mod VDI 6007
VDI 2078
Outdoor air temp

Temperature in °C

50
40
30

RMSD−R: 11.24 K

20
10
0

0

5

10
15
20
25
Time in h
Figure 7: Equivalent outdoor temperature on July,1. of TMY;
long-wave load

emissivity is assumed to be constant, which cannot
be guaranteed for the investigated day. Sky
conditions or reflection of long-wave radiation are
not taken into account. Furthermore, the long-wave
radiation heat transfer coefficient is not calculated
dependent on ambient conditions.
Modifications in Mod VDI 6007 compared to VDI
6007 primarily concern long-wave radiation
exchange. They cause a shift in the results towards
the Heat Balance-model. Both models, Mod VDI
6007 and Heat Balance, calculate the sky
temperature in the same way. Small differences at
high temperatures can be justified as the Mod VDI
6007-model does not take a temperature depending
emission of the wall into account.
Test Case 2 is a more realistic test case as it takes
convection and short-wave radiation into account
(see Figure 8). The aim is to analyse the impact of
long-wave radiation under real conditions. As
expected, the differences between the models
decrease due to the new influences. Mainly
responsible for this is convective heat transfer. This
heat flux is calculated with a constant coefficient of
24.67 W/(m² K) for walls and 16.37 W/(m² K) for
windows in all models, hence it is about 3-6 times
higher than radiative heat transfer. However, the
VDI 6007 and the VDI 2078 still represent the
extremes. The RMSD between these two models
decreases to 2.22 K. Especially the extreme rise of
VDI 2078 in contrast to the first test case is striking.
The difference in the temperature after 24 h amounts
to over 10 K. On the one hand this shows the
overestimation of long-wave radiation heat transfer
of VDI 2078. On the other hand it displays the effect
of convective heat transfer. Comparing Mod VDI
6007 and the Heat Balance, a difference is hardly
recognizable (RMSD: 0.1 K). All adapted
temperatures rise over the ambient air temperature
during the day, resulting from the short-wave
radiation absorption.
Regarding the given test cases, the results justify the
implemented simplifications in the VDI 6007 and
Mod VDI 6007-models. Only the VDI 2078 shows
major differences to the most complex Heat Balancemodel.
As expected, the convective heat transfer smoothes
the equivalent temperatures of all models in Test
Case 2.

The comparably low temperatures of VDI 2078 can
be explained by the handling of sky emissivity. The
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Figure 8: Equivalent outdoor temperature on July 1 of TMY;
long-wave, short-wave and convective load

An overestimation of long-wave radiation heat
exchange of VDI 2078 can be clearly observed. The
rise over air temperature during the day in all models
is caused by short-wave radiation absorption of the
wall. In both test cases the strong dependency on the
air temperature can be monitored.
In conclusion the Mod VDI 6007 model keeps the
best accuracy compared to the complex Heat
Balance-model
while
including
important
simplifications that lead to shorter computing times
(see Figure 9).
4.4

19.07 s

9.36 s

20

18.93 s

10

8.87 s

40

18.54 s

60

20

8.87 s

Temperature in °C

50

30

140

Heat Balance
VDI 6007
Mod VDI 6007
VDI 2078
Outdoor air temp

83.18 s

60

Heat Balance VDI 6007 Mod VDI 6007 VDI 2078

Figure 9: Comparison of linear radiation model and StefanBoltzmann law for indoor radiation exchange

As we control the indoor temperatures on a level
between 17°C and 22°C, the chosen coefficient of
radiative heat transfer is justified (see Section 2.3).
Hence, the different modelling approaches lead to no
major differences in the simulated heat demand.
Comparing the indoor models to each other the
deviation over one year is below 2.1%. This suggests
using a linear approach for indoor radiation when
keeping the indoor temperature on a controlled level
is a valid simplification. Nevertheless, it is important
to choose a corresponding coefficient of radiative
heat transfer.

Indoor long-wave radiation exchange

Besides the outdoor long-wave radiation heat
exchange, different options exist to model indoor
radiation exchange. In our analysis, we focus on heat
demand and simulation time.
Figure 9 shows the CPU-time for a one-year
simulation of Test Case 3. We simulated each
equivalent temperature model with both explicit heat
balance following the Stefan-Boltzmann law and a
linearized approach. The CPU-time decreases using
the linearized approach for indoor radiation. The
percentages of savings in simulation time for
simplified outdoor models are particularly
remarkable. For the VDI 6007-model the simulation
time is 52.16% shorter compared to the detailed
indoor heat balance. The differences in simulation
time result from the removal of the heat balances
calculated with the Stefan-Boltzmann law. These
heat balances contain a dependency on T4, which is
solved iteratively. This is also the reason for the
massive increase of needed time using Heat Balancemodel for the outdoor heat exchange.
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Conclusion

There are different options for modelling the indoor
and outdoor long-wave radiation exchange in
thermal building models for simulations at urbanscale. For improving these building models, a good
trade-off between accuracy and simulation time is a
major challenge. The main differences of common
radiation modelling assumptions concern the impact
of outdoor radiation sources and linearizing the
Stefan-Boltzmann law.
To evaluate different radiation models for thermal
network building models, we compared four adapted
outdoor air temperature models. In addition, we
investigated the handling of indoor radiation
exchange with the Stefan-Boltzmann law and a
linear approach.
For the comparison, we set-up three test cases on a
generic room and a single family dwelling and
analysed surface temperatures, heat demands and
simulation times. We varied the number of radiation
sources between the test cases to observe radiation
heat exchange under generic and real conditions.
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Modelica proved to be a promising modelling
language for urban-scale building simulations. We
identified three major prerequisites and advantages:
 Allowing solvers with variable time steps
 Use of object-oriented modelling approaches
 Use of acausal modelling approaches
The results of the test cases show promising potential
for an outdoor radiation exchange model based on a
modified approach from German guideline VDI
6007. It includes important simplifications that lead
to short computing time while keeping a sufficient
accuracy. For indoor radiation exchange modelling
at constant temperatures, a linear approach
significantly reduces simulation time without major
losses in accuracy. An additional comparison with
measurement data could further help to validate this
suggested approach.
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Nomenclature
aabs
α
E
ε
Isol
σ
T
q
φ

air
amb
atm
cond
conv
comb
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coefficient of shortwave absorption
coefficient of heat
transfer
long-wave radiation
emissivity factor
solar radiation on
tilted surface
Stefan-BoltzmannFactor
temperature
heat flux of wall
view factor of longwave radiation source
outdoor air
ambient source
extraterrestrial source
conduction
convection
combined

W/(m² K)
W/(m² K)
W/m²
W/m²
W/(m² K4)
K
W/m²
-

earth
eq
m
rad

terrestrial source
equivalent
daily average
long-wave radiation
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